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Mahmoud Abbas May Have Chosen to End His Career in Violence 
By Yoni Ben Menachem   foreignpolicy.com  September 15, 2022 
His attempt to blackmail Israel and the U.S. could 
backfire. 

The serious incident this week in the area of the 
Jalameh checkpoint near Jenin, during which an IDF 
officer, Major Bar Falah, was killed by terrorists, reflects 
once again the seriousness of the security situation and the 
strength of the new wave of terrorism that is plaguing the 
West Bank and threatens to spread to the main cities in 
Israel as well. 

It is true that the IDF killed the two terrorists, one of 
whom was a PA security officer, but this does not change 
the dangerous situation that has arisen on the ground. 

We must not forget even for a moment that the city of 
Tel Aviv-Jaffa was miraculously saved last week from a 
major attack planned by a terrorist from Nablus who came 
through a breach in the separation fence to the city of Jaffa 
carrying with him a large bag of weapons and explosive 
charges, during his interrogation by the Shin Bet he said 
that he planned “to kill soldiers” in Tel Aviv. 

The terrorist, who apparently acted alone, was arrested 
at random after a police patrol suspected him and arrested 
him, but his infiltration into Israel reflects the trend of 
terrorist organizations to return and carry out attacks in 
the heart of Israel and not only in the territories of Judea 
and Samaria. 

The political echelon is well aware of the new security 
reality, but it prefers to obey to the demands of the Biden 
administration, which fears the collapse of the PA as a 
result of the escalation, and has avoided for more than half 
a year from carrying out what is urgently needed and is a 
large-scale military operation in all of northern Samaria 
that will uproot the terrorist infrastructure in Jenin and 
Nablus and the surrounding villages after the PA lost 
control of long ago. 

We are in a new wave of terrorism and not in the 
midst of a new intifada, the wave of terrorism also 
threatens Abu Mazen’s PA government and therefore only 
stopping it can save the PA from collapsing, if the PA 
doesn’t want or can stop it, the IDF should do the work 
itself to protect the lives of Israelis in the West Bank and 
to prevent terrorism from reaching into the main cities in 
Israel. 

In the north of the West Bank there are hundreds of 
armed terrorists and thousands of illegal weapons and 
huge amounts of ammunition, these weapons are in the 
hands of armed terrorists who belong to the new 
organizational framework established by the Islamic Jihad 
called the “Jenin Battalion”, large amounts of weapons 
continue to flow into the West Bank and into Israel itself 
that is smuggled from Jordan and Iraq and the IDF, the 
Shin Bet and the Israel Police are having difficulty 
stopping the phenomenon. 

The wave of terrorism threatens to spread south to the 
areas of Ramallah, Bethlehem and Hebron and must be 
stopped quickly. 

Prime Minister Lapid and Defense Minister Gantz 
show great hesitation, they prefer a slow handling of the 
increasing terrorism through arrest operations in the West 
Bank areas instead of adopting the fast offensive approach 
that aims to surprise terrorism everywhere and uproot its 
infrastructure. 

This week the political echelon sent a senior officer in 
the IDF and another senior officer from the Shin Bet to a 
meeting in Ramallah with the Secretary General of the 
PLO executive committee Hussein al-Sheikh and with the 
head of Palestinian intelligence Majed Faraj to try and 
renew security coordination ahead of the Jewish holidays . 

These are the two people closest to PA chairman Abu 
Mazen, senior PA officials said that the meeting failed and 
that the two sides were unable to convince each other of 
their positions. 

PA chairman Abu Mazen is trying to blackmail Israel 
and the US, he sees the new wave of terrorism that broke 
out independently in the field as a lever of pressure on 
Israel in everything related to creating a “political horizon” 
and renewing negotiations on the establishment of an 
independent Palestinian state. 

Abu Mazen conveyed messages to the Biden 
administration and the European Union that the current 
wave of terrorism is a direct result of the entry of IDF 
forces into Area A and that the armed terrorists are simply 
protecting the civilian population from the IDF. 

Hussein al-Sheikh, the designated successor of Abu 
Mazen, revealed a few days ago that the PA proposed to 
Israel to prevent the IDF from entering Area A in Judea 
and Samaria for a period of 4-5 months in order to avoid 
friction with the armed terrorists and create calm, the 
political echelon in Israel rejected the the proposal. 

Such a move projects weakness and is a surrender to 
terrorism and giving oxygen to the armed terrorists to 
reorganize and establish new terrorist frameworks 
equipped with weapons to continue the war against Israel. 

Fatah leadership member Azzam Al-Ahmed boasted 
this week that the PA terminated all the Oslo agreements, 
including the security coordination and the Paris economic 
agreement 

Abu Mazen, who has reached the end of his political 
career, is not interested in calming the situation as long as 
the armed terrorists do not threaten the Muqataa in 
Ramallah, he feels secure on his throne, he has American 
and European backing as well as moderate Arab countries, 
and for him this is the right time to squeeze Israel into 
major concessions when the sword of terror is placed on 
its neck. 
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Abu Mazen’s speech at the United Nations 
Next week the chairman of the PA will go to New 

York to deliver his annual speech at the UN General 
Assembly. 

The PA has been engaged in a political campaign for 
several weeks now with the aim of obtaining the 
agreement of the United Nations to recognize “Palestine” 

with full membership in the organization, Today it has 
the status of an observer state. 

Israel strongly opposes this move, President Biden 
also opposes it, and last week he sent Barbara Leaf, the US 
assistant secretary of state, to Ramallah. 

Abu Mazen refused to meet with her, but in a meeting 
with Hussein al-Sheikh, she clarified her position that the 
US might veto the Palestinian request in the security 
council.. 

Playing with fire 
The current behavior of PA chairman Abu Mazen 

who refuses to fight terrorism in the territories of Judea 
and Samaria and tries to initiate a unilateral political move 
at the UN once again emphasizes the frustration of the PA 
chairman and his disappointment at the lack of a political 
process vis-a-vis Israel despite the change of power in 
Israel and the US. 

Prime Minister Lapid refuses to meet with him, the 
new American President Joe Biden also maintains that this 
is not the time to renew the political process between 

Israel and the Palestinians even though he believes in the 
2-state solution. 

The Palestinian issue is not at the top of the 
administration’s agenda, which currently prefers managing 
the conflict rather than trying to resolve it. 

The administration is currently content with trying to 
improve the PA’s economic situation and strengthen its 
position in the territories in view of the increasing power 
of the Hamas and Islamic Jihad movements. 

It would be better if PA chairman Abu Mazen took 
advantage of his speech at the UN General Assembly to 
announce his retirement from political life , he has failed as 
a leader and he no longer represent the Palestinians, he 
was “comfortable” for Israel until a few weeks ago from a 
security point of view, but he is unable to advance any 
political process, he lives in illusions that he will succeed in 
forcing the “red lines” of the Palestinians on Israel by 
unleashing terrorism, this way will not bring to peace 
between Israel and the Palestinians and not even a partial 
political settlement. 

Abu Mazen is playing with fire and if he doesn’t come 
to his senses he may end his rule just like Yasser Arafat, 
Operation “Protective Shield” in 2002 resulted in the end 
of Yasser Arafat’s rule at the time, Abu Mazen pushes 
Israel into a corner, another IDF operation in Judea and 
Samaria in the style of ” Protective Shield” may bring Abu 
Mazen closer to the end of his rule. 

 
Arab Israelis disillusioned after Mansour Abbas’s stint in power 
By James Shotter     ft.com   September 19, 2022 
Failure to deliver could discourage country’s 
Palestinian citizens from participating in election. 
 Mansour Abbas’s decision to take his Islamist Ra’am 
grouping into a sprawling, eight-party coalition last year 
was hailed as a taboo-breaking moment in Israeli politics. 
It was the first time in the country’s history that an 
independent Arab party had become part of government. 

But the coalition’s acrimonious collapse after just 12 
months in power has left Israel facing its fifth election in 
under four years, and polls suggest that despite Abbas’s 
gambit, the level of discouragement among Arab voters 
has gone up, rather than down, over the past year. 

“I didn’t feel any change whatsoever,” said Ibrahim 
Hassan, a 21-year-old working in a cake shop in Nazareth, 
of Abbas’s involvement in parliament. “There is a 
difference between Arabs and Jews. They have better 
rights. We have less. We have less than less.” 

Palestinian citizens of Israel make up about a fifth of 
the country’s 9.4mn- strong population. How — and 
whether — they vote could play a significant role in what 
is expected to be a knife-edge election in November. 

In Israel’s coalition-heavy political system, small 
parties can be influential in government formation. In last 
year’s election, Ra’am’s support helped the coalition, led by 
Naftali Bennett and Yair Lapid, eke out a one-seat 
majority. 

This time, opinion surveys forecast a deadlock, with 
both the outgoing coalition and the rightwing opposition, 

led by Benjamin Netanyahu, short of a majority. But a low 
turnout among Arab voters — and the failure of Arab 
parties to make it over the electoral threshold — could 
help tilt the scales in Netanyahu’s favour. 

Arab parties have long shied away from joining Israeli 
governments, arguing that doing so would betray the 
Palestinian cause. As such, Ra’am’s decision to break ranks 
deeply divided Palestinian opinion — both in Israel and in 
the Palestinian territories it captured in 1967, with critics 
arguing the move helped legitimise Israel’s occupation. 
“We have Jewish Zionists, and Christian Zionists, and now 
we also have Muslim Zionists,” said one Palestinian 
official. 

However, Abbas’s backers argue that, given the 
remote prospect of a political resolution to the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict, and the institutionalised discrimination 
that Palestinian citizens face in Israel, joining the 
government was worthwhile as it was a chance to push 
policies that would improve their daily lives. 

“The Zionists want us to be invisible all the time. The 
question is how we change this situation to be visible in 
the public sphere,” said Rassem Khamaisi, an urban 
planner and professor at the University of Haifa. “Now 
[following Ra’am’s decision to enter government] we are in 
the salon of the Israelis in Tel Aviv. No one can ignore 
us.” 

The eight-party coalition deal struck last year included 
a pledge to direct Shk30bn ($8.7bn) in much-needed 
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funding to the Arab community and a further Shk2.5bn to 
fight the crime wave afflicting Arab areas. 

But by the time the government fell, only a fraction of 
the money had been spent. Ra’am’s other signature 
achievement — the passing of a bill to allow Arab homes 
built without permits to connect to Israel’s electricity grid 
— was neutered by amendments demanded by rightwing 
coalition partners. 

On the streets of Nazareth, home to Israel’s largest 
Arab population, many voters are deeply frustrated at Arab 
politicians’ inability to alleviate the problems the 
community faces, which range from pervasive 
discrimination to rising violence and economic hardship. 

“We just see [politicians] at weddings and funerals. I 
am someone who works on this street every day and I 
don’t see them at all,” said Tawfiq Ali Musa, who runs a 
small store selling snacks on one of Nazareth’s main 
thoroughfares. “They need to pay a price for the fact that 
they didn’t help. I didn’t vote last time . . . Now I am even 
feeling that I should persuade people to boycott the 
election.” 

Other residents were only marginally more positive. 
“[Abbas] didn’t change much. Maybe he did a little bit of 
good,” said Reham, a young woman who planned to vote 
but had not yet decided for which party. “There are lots of 
problems. Salaries are very low right now, and there is a lot 
of violence in the Arab sector.” 

Ra’am’s rivals say the lack of impact shows that it was 
a mistake to join the government. “To be in a coalition 
that is much more rightwing than the Netanyahu 
government, with no achievements for the Arab minority 

and with catastrophic votes against our people — it’s a big 
mistake,” said Ahmad Tibi, a leading politician in the Joint 
List, an alliance of Arab parties from which Ra’am split 
before joining the coalition. 

“The direct influence of [Ra’am’s stint in government] 
will be bringing down the [Arab] turnout. Because people 
will say that even though you were in the coalition, you did 
nothing.” 

Polls suggest that turnout among Arab voters could 
indeed fall to about 40 per cent in November’s election, 
down from around 45 per cent last year and a far cry from 
the 65 per cent who voted in 2020. But an even bigger 
impact could come from the fragmentation of the joint list, 
which split further on Thursday, raising the risk that none 
of its parties enter parliament. 

With opinion surveys previously putting Netanyahu’s 
bloc just short of the 61 parliamentary seats needed to 
form a government, analysts say these two factors could 
help him inch over the threshold. But more fundamentally, 
the disaffection of Arab voters underscores the mounting 
frustration in Palestinian politics, according to Raef Zreik, 
a Palestinian jurist and scholar. 

“I am with Abbas when he says you can’t judge us in 
one year, because if you want to make a change, it’s a long 
[one]. But . . . I think overall that fewer people will 
participate in this election,” he said. 

“To be part of Israeli politics is not promising. But to 
be out of Israeli politics is not promising either. So people 
in this sense are more and more frustrated by politics.”  
 

 
Iran’s Supreme Leader Is Ailing, and He Has No Clear Replacement 
By Shay Khatiri     thebulwark.com   September 14, 2022 
The Islamic Republic may soon face its greatest crisis 
yet. 

On Farsi social media, the rumors are swirling: Ali 
Khamenei, supreme leader of Iran since 1989, is on his 
deathbed. Or he has already died. Or maybe he has been 
dead for years, and the man passed off in public as 
Khamenei is actually a body double named Mir-Taher. (In 
which case, is it the body double who is dying now?) 

Last week, Iran’s Assembly of Experts, a council that 
in theory (but not in reality) oversees the leader and 
chooses his successor, held its semiannual conference. But 
the usual meeting between the assembly and Khamenei 
was canceled, and a private meeting was held on Thursday 
instead; no information about the proceedings has been 
made available. Conflicting justifications for these actions 
have been offered. One assemblyman said the assembly 
didn’t want to cause “discomfort” for the supreme leader, 
while a regime newspaper claimed no meeting had been 
canceled because no meeting had been scheduled to begin 
with. The rumors continue: Over the weekend, the 
assembly was recalled to Tehran for an emergency 
conference, some claim. There are also reports that 

Khamenei’s plane from Mashhad performed an emergency 
landing before reaching Tehran, and he had to be 
transported to the capital in an ambulance. 

Before we continue, let’s make three plain statements 
for the record. First, again, the facts about Khamenei’s 
health or death are unclear at the moment. Second, 
Khamenei has suffered from stage four prostate cancer for 
years; it is not unreasonable to expect that the 83-year-
old’s body has finally succumbed to the illness. Third, even 
if his health is fine at the moment and these rumors are 
entirely groundless, he is not going to live forever. 

So: What comes after Khamenei? It’s a tremendously 
important question for Iran, for the region, and for the 
United States. Yet Iran’s ruling class is going to try to 
answer it wearing blindfolds and snow mittens. 

The office that English-language media routinely refer 
to as Iran’s “supreme leader”—really just “leader” in 
Farsi—is analogous to a Roman Caesar, a dictator 
perpetuo. The larger system is something like a non-
hereditary monarchy. The constitutional succession 
mechanism entails secret meetings among the elderly 
clerics of the assembly, who argue about whom to elect 
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until finding a compromise that satisfies the competing 
factions. There are similarities to the secretive conclaves 
that select new popes, but unlike the Holy See, the Islamic 
Republic holds formidable temporal power. Its 
paramilitary, the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps 
(IRGC), is one of the biggest players in Iran—certainly the 
biggest in terms of financial power—and its objective will 
be elevating a new leader who will show them appropriate 
deference. The other powerful faction is the clergy, most 
prominently the Qom seminary. While lacking the vast 
resources of the IRGC, it benefits from the fact that all 
members of the assembly must be clerics, and that the 
Qom seminary is the assembly’s dominant faction. And 
last, there is Khamenei’s court, mostly loyal to the man 
himself. 

The selection process will likely devolve into a time-
consuming fight among these factions with conflicting 
interests and ideologies. The stakes are high: The next 
leader could serve as long as Khamenei did—longer, if he 
is younger and in good health—which means the choice 
could lock in decades of either benevolence or hostility 
from the head of the regime. Everyone in the room stands 
to gain—and lose—a great deal, especially in view of what 
happened last time this process became necessary. 

What happened following Ruhollah Khomeini’s death 
in June 1989 is instructive. 

Then in his fifties, Khamenei was serving as the 
president of Iran, but the country’s true head of 
government was the prime minister (a position abolished 
later that year): The presidency was then rather 
meaningless. Following Khomeini’s death, Ali-Akbar 
Hashemi Rafsanjani, the speaker of Iran’s parliament, 
became the country’s most powerful leader—not because 
of his office, but because of his prominent role in the 
revolution, his relationship with the late Khomeini, and his 
wealth. It is unclear why he opted against succeeding 
Khomeini himself, but the upshot is that he instead 
lobbied for Khamenei—a known buffoon and pliable 
person—legitimizing him by telling (likely fabricating) a 
story that Khomeini had preferred him. 

Immediately after Khomeini’s death, Khamenei 
assumed the role of acting leader with the intent of serving 
until the next one was elected. Constitutionally, he was 
ineligible for the job himself because of his rank: He was a 
Hojjat-al-Islam, or “aspiring ayatollah”—one rank below 
ayatollah proper, the minimum rank among Shi’ite clerics 
required by the constitution for any person who would be 
elected supreme leader, and two below grand ayatollah. 
But as deals were worked out in private rooms in the 
weeks that followed, someone ghostwrote and quietly 
submitted a dissertation on Khamenei’s behalf to make 
him a full ayatollah. In August 1989, he was given the 
position of supreme leader permanently; the constitution 
was amended to open the role to him as a propounder of 
“Islamic scholarship.” 

Rafsanjani might have been pleased with the elevation 
of a man he thought he could control, but the story did 
not end there. There are well-founded suspicions that 
Rafsanjani didn’t die of a naturally occurring heart attack, 
as reported, but was poisoned—or even drowned—on 
Khamenei’s orders. Power can teach even the dullest 
buffoon how to manage and wield it. 

As supreme leader, Khamenei enjoys the rights and 
privileges of the old monarchs: It is tantamount to heresy 
to criticize him publicly, and he has used his constitutional 
protections to purge detractors and empower and enrich 
himself. Since his original elevation, he has transformed 
into a cult leader for regime supporters. To do so, he has 
reached for special prerogatives, and no one has stopped 
him: After the 2009 Green Movement confronted the 
Islamic Republic with its greatest political challenge since 
1979, Khamenei adopted the prefix of “imam”—a term 
reserved by Shi’ite custom for only twelve male 
descendants of Muhammad. Khomeini had used the title 
within Iran, and in response to the 2009 crisis, Khamenei 
arrogated to himself the same honorific to guarantee and 
consolidate his political authority. 

Everyone expected (and would have preferred) 
Khamenei to be a pliable buffoon; Rafsanjani wasn’t the 
only one nonplussed by the career he helped to start. 
Instead of a figurehead the power players could disregard 
when making their own compromises, Khamenei turned 
out to be a formidable player in his own right. His rule has 
produced clear winners and losers—and the lessons will 
not be lost on those choosing his successor. 

Who are some of those winners and losers? The 
indisputable winner is the IRGC, which has seen its power, 
wealth, prestige, and influence grow under Khamenei’s 
rule. The losers include the clergy, who are commonly 
reviled in Iran today, in addition to having lost political 
and financial influence within the regime, and the reform 
movement, once a somewhat sincere political force, that 
Khamenei had mostly killed off by the early 2000s. With 
these narratives of the Khamenei era in mind, the factions 
involved in his successor’s election will be wary of 
compromise. The stakes are too high. 

At this point, there are three possible outcomes that 
appear likelier than any others: 

Scenario 1: Khamenei’s son, Mojtaba Khamenei, will 
be named his father’s successor. He enjoys the support of 
both the most prominent Iranian powerbrokers, the Qom 
seminary and the IRGC, and the seminary has signaled that 
it intends to support his candidacy. 

Scenario 2: The IRGC will likely oppose Mojtaba in 
reaction to the seminary, in which case it might throw its 
backing to Ebrahim Raisi, the other man speculated to 
succeed the elder Khamenei. Raisi’s election is the second 
possible outcome. 

Scenario 3: A Triumvirate. This is the likeliest 
scenario—and the likeliest to prevent larger conflicts 
among the factions. The Islamic Republic’s constitution 
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allows for a leadership council to serve in place of a single 
leader. While there is no limit on how many people can 
serve on the council, the assembly will likely settle on 
three. The public justification will elevate the reputations 
of Khomeini and Khamenei beyond human possibility: 
Surely no single man could replace either of these 
otherworldly men, but perhaps three men working 
together could have the combined virtues and wisdom of 
these past leaders. The political justification is that three 
spots would permit a power-sharing agreement among the 
factions while preempting the emergence of a cult figure 
with aspirations to unquestioned power that resemble 
those of his immediate predecessor. 

An important additional consideration in all this is the 
widespread discontent that has roiled the country with 
protests over the past several years. Khamenei’s death, if 
imminent, would be announced to a country far different 
from the one whose rule he assumed in 1989. Public 
opinion is violently against the regime; protesters will seize 
on the new reality to demand the abolition of the role of 
leader along with other reforms. 

All factions will try to manipulate the demonstrations 
to their advantage—there have been rumors of an IRGC 
plot to stage a coup through these means, although it’s 
doubtful they would succeed—but irrespective of these 
designs, the longer the succession process drags on, the 

likelier it is that the ongoing protests turn into a 
revolution. Ruling class factions turning against one 
another if the selection goes awry would introduce another 
accelerant; if one or more were to turn against the regime 
itself, a civil war could supersede the budding revolution. 
And even the announcement of a new leader would not 
end the crisis; it would simply reconfigure the lines of 
contention: Losing factions might coopt the protests to 
challenge unfavorable selection results. 

Other possibilities ramify outwards from here—many 
of them violent, and a few of them peaceful. The death of 
Khamenei will be the Islamic Republic’s greatest survival 
crisis. It could be exploited to bring positive change to 
Iran. It could also become a wasted opportunity or a 
preventable tragedy. 

My greatest hope is that news of Khamenei’s death 
will circulate in the streets of Tehran and a hundred other 
cities amid the protests and, through political and historical 
alchemy, create an opportunity for a liberal revolution. 
Should that hope be realized, the United States will need to 
be ready to provide assistance to the Iranian people as they 
decide, for the first time in generations, their political 
future. 
Mr. Khatiri studied Strategic Studies at the Johns Hopkins 
University School of Advanced International Studies. He’s an 
immigrant from Iran and writes the The Russia-Iran File newsletter.  

 
Iran’s cyberwar goes global 
By The Economist     economist.com   September 14, 2022 
Its targets include not only Israel but at least one 
NATO member. 

Iranian diplomats at their country’s embassy in Tirana, 
Albania’s capital, bundled sensitive documents into a barrel 
and set them alight in the early hours of September 8th, 
reported Reuters. They were in a rush; a day earlier, they 
had been given 24 hours to leave. Hours later local police 
stormed into the empty mission. 
The episode was a dramatic 
culmination of an Iranian cyber-
offensive weeks earlier; it highlights 
Iran’s central role in a series of 
swirling cyber-conflicts. 

In late July, bomb threats and 
cyber-attacks forced the People’s 
Mujahedeen Organisation of Iran 
(pmoi), also known as the 
Mujahedeen-e Khalq (mek), an 
Iranian opposition movement-cum-
cult, to cancel a planned summit in 
Albania, where around 3,000 of its 
members live in a camp 30km 
north-west of Tirana. The mek is reviled by Iran, not least 
for its support for Saddam Hussein in the Iran-Iraq war of 
the 1980s, and is patronised by some hawkish American 
and assorted European politicians. Though America and 
the eu no longer deem it a terrorist organisation as they 

once did, Iran continues to view the group as a threat. Last 
year an Iranian diplomat in Vienna was convicted by a 
Belgian court of attempting to bomb another mek rally. 

On July 15th Iran evidently made a multi-pronged 
cyber-assault on Albanian networks. It targeted the website 
of the country’s parliament and prime minister’s office, as 
well as an online portal used to deliver government 

services. Some of the attacks used 
ransomware, which holds data 
hostage until a payment is made; 
others stole sensitive messages. 
Emails from the prime minister, Edi 
Rama, and from foreign-ministry 
officials were leaked, with some 
material released over a month after 
the initial intrusions. Though the 
attackers masqueraded as a 
disaffected Albanian group, Albania, 
America and Britain all say that Iran 
was responsible. 

On September 7th Mr Rama said 
he was severing ties with Iran. “This 

extreme response,” he said, “is fully proportionate to the 
gravity and risk of the cyber-attack that threatened to 
paralyse public services, erase digital systems and hack into 
state records, steal government intranet electronic 
communication and stir chaos and insecurity in the 
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country.” It is the first time any country has ended 
diplomatic relations in response to cyber-aggression. 

It was “a notably brazen operation”, observed 
Mandiant, an American cyber-security firm, pointing to the 
fact that Albania is a member of nato, whose Article Five 
mutual-defence clause covers not just big cyber-attacks but 
also an accumulation of smaller ones. “It may indicate an 
increased tolerance of risk when employing disruptive 
tools against countries perceived to be working against 
Iranian interests,” concluded Mandiant. On September 9th 
Iran struck again, said Albania, this time against the 
country’s border-control systems. The same day, America’s 
government imposed sanctions on Iran’s Ministry of 
Intelligence and Security, a spy agency, for its “increasingly 
aggressive cyberactivities” since 2007. 

Iran’s cyber-attacks against Albania pale in comparison 
with the skirmishing under way with Israel. The two 
countries are fierce rivals, sparring over Iran’s nuclear 
programme, which is expanding rapidly once more, and 
the activities of Iran-backed armed groups in Gaza, 
Lebanon, Syria and Yemen. That sparring is often violent 
and also, increasingly, digital. 

In 2020 suspected Iranian hackers attempted to 
disrupt six Israeli water facilities. The riposte came within 
weeks: a cyber-attack on the Shahid Rajaee port on the 
Strait of Hormuz. Then in 2021 a hacking group known as 
Predatory Sparrow—widely thought to be a front for 
Israel—disrupted Iran’s rail network and the country’s 

fuel-distribution system, displayed anti-regime propaganda 
on electronic billboards and leaked footage from Evin 
prison, a jail which houses political prisoners. The attacks 
continued this summer. 

On June 18th Iranian cyber-attacks set off air raid 
sirens in Jerusalem and Eilat, Israel’s southern port. Those 
attacks were a wake-up call, say Israeli officials, because 
they showed that some critical systems remained 
connected to the wider internet (most are physically 
disconnected, or “air-gapped”). Just over a week later 
Predatory Sparrow targeted three Iranian steel plants, 
allegedly taking control of machinery at one—a rare 
example of a cyber-attack directly causing physical 
destruction. The same month, suspected Iranian actors 
breached a large tourist company, obtaining the personal 
information of over 300,000 Israelis. On September 6th an 
Israeli court imprisoned Omri Goren, a former 
housekeeper for Benny Gantz, the country’s defence 
minister, for offering his services to Iranian hackers. 

“Some of the most interesting things in cyberspace 
over the past year have probably been happening not 
between Russia and Ukraine,” says one Western official, 
“but between Israel and Iran.” Taken together, these 
campaigns of sabotage, subversion and propaganda 
represent some of the most aggressive competition 
conducted over computer networks to date. As diplomacy 
over Iran’s nuclear plans falters, that competition is 
unlikely to abate. 

 
Making Sense of Iranian Threats to Attack Israeli Cities 
By Amir Taheri     english.aawsat.com   September 18, 2022 
Narcoterrorism. 

In Iranian mythology, partly reflected in Ferdowsi's 
Shahnameh, the national epic, the advice given to young 
men who aspire to become great warriors is to never reveal 
their strategy and avoid boastful talk. Rustam, Gudarz, 
Geeve, Bahman and other heroes of Iranian epic are never 
seen spilling the beans about war plans or boasting about 
wiping the enemy off the face of the earth. 

In ancient Iranian mythology, empty boast becomes a 
curse ("fogor") that dooms the bravest of fighters ("yalan") 
to defeat. 

More than four decades after the Khomeinist 
revolution started to steer Iran away from its national 
heritage and, in the words of the former Iranian Foreign 
Minister Muhammad-Javad Zarif, "choose to live in a 
different way", that lesson seems to have been forgotten. 

The old advice was "Two hundred talks are no better 
than one half action!" 

The aspirant heroes of the "Islamic Revolution", 
however, are champions of boastful garrulity. 

They are constantly talking of "crushing America" and 
wiping Israel off the map. Up to a point, their boasts may 
be mildly amusing. It may also be a sign of their fear -- fear 
of the unknown, which reminds us of Nosrat Rahmani's 
poem about a man passing through a dark street at night 
and whistling to reassure oneself. 

It is, of course, no surprise that self-styled heroes of 
Khomeinism know nothing of the epic Iranian heroes' 
advice. After all, Rustam and his peers were "infidels" 
("kuffar") dedicated to their Iran-Zamin ("mihan") not to a 
self-styled "Supreme Leader". 

However, in some circumstances, empty boasts, 
known as "rajaz-khani", could pose a threat to Iran's 
national security. 

One example came last week when Commander of the 
Land Forces, Brigadier-General Kioumars Heydari, told a 
press conference that the Islamic Republic's military had 
developed a new generation of drones named Arash-2, 
specifically for "attacks on Tel Aviv and Haifa" in Israel. 

Heydari added that the army's Commander-in-Chief, 
Major-General Abdul-Rahim Mussavi, had ordered the 
deployment of Arash-2 on a ready-to-activate basis. 

The new drone has a range of 2,000 kilometers, long 
enough to reach not only Israel but all countries in the 
Middle East and parts of North Africa. The 2,000-
kilometer range limit was chosen to comply with promises 
Tehran gave to "major powers" not to develop missiles or 
drones with a range longer than the two extreme points of 
Iran's territory between the frontier with Turkey in the 
northwest and that of Pakistan in the southeast. 

It is not clear whether the new drone is capable of 
carrying nuclear warheads. 
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Interestingly, the drone is named after another 
mythological hero of Iran, Arash Kamangir (Arash the 
bowman), who earned his place in the Persian Valhalla by 
shooting an arrow from Amol on the Caspian Sea to Marv 
in Central Asia, thus determining Iran's frontier with the 
land of the Turanians. 

Heydari's own first name, Kioumars, is an ancient 
Persian one and a mile and a half away from Khomeini's 
"pure Islam." 

But, enough of dwelling on Khomeinist confusion 
about Persian names. Heydari's war talk deserves attention 
for a number of reasons. 

To start with, the general made no mention of the 
"Supreme Guide" Ali Khamenei, supposed to be the 
ultimate decision-maker on all major issues, especially war 
and peace. Khamenei has always said he would love to see 
Israel "wiped from the face of existence". But he has never 
said that his own Islamic Republic is going to launch in a 
direct war to destroy "the Zionist entity". Almost 10 years 
ago, he prophesized that Israel would disappear within 25 
years. In the meantime, however, his Islamic Republic 
won't take any direct action against Israel, instead using 
Lebanese and Palestinian surrogates in a low-intensity 
proxy war. 

For the past six years, Israel has been attacking Iranian 
positions in Syria and even hitting targets inside Iran 
without being attacked in response. According to estimates 
by the Martyrs Foundation, in 2020 some 5,000 Iranian 
military personnel and their Lebanese, Afghan, Pakistani 
and Syrian surrogates had died in Israeli air raids. 

The question now is simple: has the "grin and bear it" 
policy changed? 

Should we assume the Iranian military are now in the 
driving seat on such high-risk issues? Traditionally, the 
military in Iran were required to obey the "silence is 
golden" rule. Even after the mullahs seized power, that 
tradition was largely observed. The military did make 
boastful speeches but never threatened any country with 
any specific course of action. 

The threat came just 24 hours after David Barnea, the 
head of Mossad, the Israeli intelligence agency, warned 

that if Tehran's proxies attacked the Jewish state, Iran itself 
would be attacked in retaliation. 

By publicly announcing that an attack on Tel Aviv and 
Haifa is being planned, Heydari gives Israel a reason to 
claim "the right of self-defense" or "preventive war" if and 
when it decides to take military action against the Islamic 
Republic. So, should we assume that Heydari and his boss 
Mussavi, are helping the Mossad' chief beat the drums of 
war? 

Heydari's rajaz-khani contains other problematic 
aspects. 

He says that Arash-2 is capable of covering the 
estimated 1,100 kilometers distance between a launching 
pad close to the Iran-Iraq border and Tel Aviv in 90 
minutes, long enough for Israel's anti-missile defense 
network to destroy it over Syria or Lebanon. 

The irresponsible boast also comes at a critical point in 
the dicey negotiations to revive Obama's "nuclear deal" 
(JCPOA) and signal the Islamic Republic's supposedly 
peaceful intentions. 

Did part of the Khomeinist establishment write the 
Heydari puppet-show script to derail President Joe Biden's 
efforts to undo Donald Trump's policy on Iran? Is the 
same faction not aware of the fact that there is and will not 
be Iranian popular support for any war based on purely 
ideological grounds? 

Or is the beating of war drums a ploy to divert 
attention from the regime's economic, diplomatic and 
social failures? 

Do the two generals think they can provoke a major 
war in the Middle East without any reaction from other 
nations whose security would be affected by a regional 
war? 

The far more important question is whether or not the 
Khomeinist leadership has thought through the scale and 
the consequences of a direct attack on Israel and assumes 
that there would be no retaliation if and when Arash-2 
turns the heart of Israel into a charred carcass? 
Mr. Taheri was the executive editor-in-chief of the daily Kayhan in 
Iran from 1972 to 1979. He has worked at or written for 
innumerable publications, published eleven books, and has been a 
columnist for Asharq Al-Awsat since 1987. 

 
New Year Brings Security Challenges 
By Eliezer Shulman     mishpacha.com   September 20, 2022  
While the IDF has until now been planning for strikes 
on Iranian nuclear facilities, 5783 could see it having 
to adjust to a concrete nuclear threat. 

The year 5782 was a difficult one for the chareidi 
community. A number of gedolei Yisrael passed away, 
some without warning: Rav Chaim Kanievsky, Rav Shalom 
Cohen, Rav Yitzchak Tovia Weiss, to name a few. We also 
lost some exceptional personalities, like Rabbi Uri Zohar, 
Benny Fishoff, and Rabbi Zecharia Wallerstein. There 
were other tragedies, too, including several horrendous 
traffic accidents. 

The Bennett-Lapid-Lieberman government — 
expected to breath its last in about two months — 
imposed a number of new taxes seemingly tailored to hurt 
the chareidi community, targeting such products as 
disposable silverware and soft drinks. 

It was a tough year on the security front as well, 
characterized by a series of terror attacks in Jerusalem’s 
Old City, alongside other incidents. The Iranian nuclear 
project continues to advance by leaps and bounds and is 
set to be the primary security challenge of 5783. If it hasn’t 
already, Iran expected to hit the nuclear threshold during 
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the course of the year. With a new nuclear deal — and Iran 
is practically already there, even if no deal is signed — the 
ayatollahs’ regime can choose when to take the remaining 
small steps to their first atom bomb, and when to reveal it. 

The consequences would be dramatic: While the IDF 
has until now been planning for strikes on Iranian nuclear 
facilities, 5783 could see it having to adjust to a concrete 
nuclear threat. That massive shift would require 
reevaluating operational concepts, finding the right balance 
between offense and defense, and upgrading intelligence-
gathering and cyber activity as well as combat readiness. In 
his first year as chief of staff, Herzi Halevi will have to 
make a decision about next-generation IAF fighter 
squadrons, likely based on an updated variant of the F-15. 

The Israeli security establishment has already noted 
that the Palestinian Authority security apparatus has begun 
participating in firefights with Israeli forces, during IDF 
raids on Jenin, Shechem, and neighboring villages and 
refugee camps to arrest suspects. 

Israel is particularly worried about developments in 
Shechem, a key central city. A new organization there 
called “the Lion’s Den” was recently formed, recruiting 
hundreds of Palestinians from various groups to cooperate 
in firing at IDF forces. A further deterioration in the 
situation and continued erosion of the PA’s control of the 
city could reverberate across Judea and Samaria and force 
the IDF to step up its commitments in the area. 

Senior defense officials say there’s no good alternative 
to the PA security apparatus. Israel is left with two 
options, they say: helping the PA security apparatus 
assume security responsibility in the northern Shomron; or 
standing by and watching the PA collapse, which would 
force Israel to step into the resulting vacuum. The officials 
said that the situation in the northern Shomron has 
changed markedly for the worse, although the PA’s 
authority remains stable south of Ramallah, with health 
services, schools, the economy, and day-to-day governance 
going on as usual. In the south, the PA is also imposing 
law and order and rounding up gang members. 

The weakening of the PA apparatus’s grip on the 
north, according to the defense officials, stems not only 
from the rise of the criminal gangs, but also from a 
prolonged decline in the Authority’s legitimacy, which is 
affected by Israeli policy. Since the end of the Second 
Intifada, Israel has not acted to strengthen the PA’s hold 
on the Shomron, which was severely shaken after Yasser 
Arafat stirred up terror in the area and the IDF was forced 
to reoccupy several cities. This state of affairs has damaged 
the PA’s standing in the eyes of Shomron residents and its 
rule is seen as weak and even helpless. 

The mutual recriminations have been debated at 
length in the security discussions — still going on — 
between Israel and the PA. Israel can’t realistically expect 
the PA security apparatus to take action against the gangs 
in Judea and Samaria, say the Palestinians, while the IDF 
continues to enter the refugee camps every night to arrest 
suspects. 

The Arabs also say that, as long as mourning tents for 
slain terrorists are set up every day, the PA can’t take 
effective action. Palestinian officials requested Israel limit 
IDF activities in the Shomron and instead let their forces 
take responsibility for the region. They argued that this 
method has proven successful in reining in spreading 
violence in the past. 

The prevailing belief in the security establishment is 
that the wave of attacks is not coincidental. It’s part of a 
Hamas strategy to strike in Judea and Samaria rather than 
the Strip, and to challenge Israel’s tottering political 
system. For now, the terrorist wave, and the arguments 
about it, are ongoing. 

52% 
That’s the percentage of Israelis who believe Israel 

should resort to the military option to neutralize the 
Iranian nuclear threat, while 32% say there’s no need for 
military action against Iran. In the Israeli-Arab sector, 
opposition to an operation rises to 57%. 

In Favor of a Deal 
Tamir Hayman, former head of the Military 

Intelligence Directorate and now managing director of the 
Institute for National Security Studies, addressed the 
potential nuclear deal with Iran, the tensions in Judea and 
Samaria, and the chances of a military confrontation with 
Hezbollah. “Very little remains to convince the Iranians of 
the credibility of a military option. We need a deal in order 
to build up capabilities that will genuinely threaten Iran.” 
He warned of the escalation in Judea and Samaria, and said 
that Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah “hopes for a gas 
deal that he can tout as a victory.” 

Who’s Up, Who’s down 
Former prime minister Naftali Bennett: “My decision 

to form a government last year was the best decision I’ve 
ever made. It seems to me, and I say this with pain, that 
those now calling it a mistake are simply suffering from 
post-trauma. They’re cowed, fearful, broken. I don’t judge 
them and I’m not angry. I’ve seen and felt the machine 
that crushed them. I know what the pressure feels like, day 
in, day out.” 

MK Ayelet Shaked responded: “The previous 
government was a last resort stemming from boycotts, and 
that’s why it collapsed. It’s time to put an end to the 
boycotts. I’ve returned home, I’ve returned to the right.” 

 
In a Changing World, Japan-Israel Relations Are Growing Stronger 
By Eyal Ben-Ari     jiss.org.il   September 12, 2022 
The Abraham Accords, the war in Ukraine, and the 
rise of China have brought Tokyo closer to Jerusalem. 

 At the end of August 2022 Israeli Defense Minister 
Benny Gantz visited Japan to mark 70 years of diplomatic 
relations between the countries. There he signed a 
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memorandum of understanding for defense cooperation 
with his counterpart. While bilateral meetings regarding 
trade have been regularly carried out for the past decade, 
the defense agreement was a significant boost in terms of 
cooperation in the national security area. 

Among the issues discussed were intelligence 
exchanges regarding the North Korea-Iran axis, possible 
collaboration in anti-missile defense (especially relevant 
given North Korea’s missile threat to Japan), and cyber 
defense. The understanding that Japan and Israel have 
complementary technological and industrial capacities was 
central to the memorandum. 

Upon arrival at the Japanese Ministry of Defense, 
Gantz was met by an honor guard and then attended a 
meeting with Defense Minister Hamada Yasukazu where 
the memorandum was signed. He later met the Cabinet 
Secretary (the second most important policy position after 
the Prime Minister), Matsuno Hirokazu, the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, Hayashi Yoshimasa, the National Security 
Advisor Akiba Takeo and the U.S. Ambassador to Japan 
Rahm Emanuel. The memorandum and the meetings were 
reported on in all the major media outlets in Japan and 
Israel. 

While the two countries have had full diplomatic 
relations since the early 1950s, they were comparatively 
limited. The Arab Boycott and Japan’s dependence on oil 
from the Middle East made many enterprises cautious 
about doing business with Israeli companies. And Japan’s 
pacificism in the wake of the Second World War 
contributed further to its circumspect ties with Israel. 

The turning point was the Madrid Peace Conference 
in the early 1990s with a slow but steady growth in 
commercial and to a limited extent defense related ties. 
More important were the initiatives of Prime Minister Abe 
Shinzo (assassinated this year) who was instrumental in 
developing stronger relations between Japan and Israel. 
Some commentators attribute this move to Israel’s support 
during the 2011 disaster in the Tohoku regions of Japan 
but it was probably driven by wider strategic 
considerations. 

Visiting Israel in 2018 he oversaw the signing of a 
number of agreements on such diverse areas as scientific 
and technological cooperation, agricultural exchanges, 
sharing cyber and health knowledge and tourism and 
sports. At the same time, Japan has sustained its belief in a 
two-state solution, the continued presence of the country’s 
embassy in Tel Aviv and a request that Israel limit its 
building of Jewish settlements. 

The signing of the Abraham Accords, which were the 
initiative of Benjamin Netanyahu, further expanded the 
commercial ties between the countries. For example, 
Japan’s investments Israeli technological firms increased 
from 2019 to 2020 by twenty percent to $1.1 billion 
(despite the pandemic), and grew very significantly a year 
later to $2.9 billion. This development means that today 

fully 15 per cent of all foreign investment in Israeli 
technology is by Japanese enterprises. 

Security ties with Israel are related to the accelerated 
reinforcement of Japan’s defense capabilities and its more 
assertive foreign relations during the past decade and a 
half. The exchange with Israel is especially important given 
Japan’s strategic considerations in wake of the war in 
Ukraine. The war has further accelerated the country’s 
emphasis on beefing up its security in view of the nuclear 
threat from North Korea and, more important, an 
increasingly aggressive China. 

The war in Ukraine and Japan’s strong condemnation 
of Russia’s invasion has halted talks with Russia over a 
peace-treaty (the countries never signed a peace accord 
after the WWII). In addition, this year Russia held military 
drills on the islands that the Soviet Union occupied after 
the Second World War, and new armaments were 
deployed on these islands. Russian moves moreover, were 
preceded by a strengthening of ties between Moscow and 
Beijing. And, since the war began on February 24 this year, 
China and Russia have increased their activities in the sea 
and air space near Japan and have undertaken joint 
maneuvers. 

Among the host of internal transformations Japan has 
seen are the establishment of a new Security Council and 
the publication of a National Security Strategy, recognizing 
the right to participate in collective security arrangements, 
new legislation on the Japan Self-Defense Forces, the 
purchasing of new weaponry including ships and planes, 
advanced technology and the country’s first aircraft carrier 
since WWII. The defense budget was raised to 1.3 percent 
of GDP by 2020 and the government has now asked to 
almost double the budget to 2 percent of GDP. 

In terms of Japan’s external security ties, former Prime 
Minister Abe understood early on that one of the central 
means to counter China and to assure what has become 
the official policy of “a free and open Indo-Pacific” was to 
create and cultivate multiple ties with countries around the 
world. In Asia, Japan has signed agreements or held joint 
drills with Indonesia, Singapore, India, Thailand, Vietnam 
and the Philippines.  Japan also reached similar agreements 
with Australia, Germany, France, Italy, the United 
Kingdom. 

This is the context of the agreement with Israel. 
Indeed, Defense Minister Hamada explicitly declared that 
stronger defense relations with Israel were part of 
achieving the vision of a” free and open Indo-Pacific” to 
counter China’s assertiveness. The Middle East is crucial, 
moreover, to Japan’s continued prosperity and economic 
development being the site of oil reserves and sitting 
astride major shipping lanes. The latter is especially 
important given the emphasis placed on economic security 
as a central part of national security as espoused by the 
current Prime Minister Kishida Fumio. Here the interests 
of Japan and Israel coincide. 
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A Sealed Cave from the Time of Moses Found Near an Israeli Beach 
By Amanda Borschel-Dan    jns.org   September 18, 2022 
“A once-in-a-lifetime find.” 

A team of archaeologists was essentially transported 
back in time when it entered an untouched 3,300-year-old 
cave at the Palmachim National Park, just south of Tel 
Aviv, last week. The vast array of discovered items date to 
the Late Bronze Age, close to or during the rein of the 
biblically notorious Ramses II. 

The cave was spotted 
when a rock shifted during 
the course of construction 
work and light was literally 
shed on an intact burial 
assembly about 2.5 meters 
(eight feet) below. Israel 
Antiquities Authority 
inspectors were called to the 
scene and their excitement is 
felt in a Hebrew-language 
video recording an initial 
inspection of a place no 
person has walked for more 
than three millennia. 

“Simply amazing,” said IAA’s Uzi Rothschild 
repeatedly as “Wow, wow,” is heard in the background. 
“There are jars inside the jars! Wow!” said another voice. 
“Unbelievable!” said Rothschild. 

The excitement peaks even as the video ends with the 
discovery of potentially multiple skeletons in the corner of 
the square-shaped cave. 

 “This is a once-in-a-lifetime find! It’s not every day 
that you walk onto an Indiana Jones set — a cave with 
tools on the floor that haven’t been touched in 3,300 
years,” IAA Bronze Age expert Eli Yannai said in a press 
release. 

Yannai believes the vessels were imported from 
Lebanon, Syria and Cyprus, which he said was common 
for burial assemblages of the era. Dozens of pottery 
vessels of different sizes and shapes were found, including 
deep and shallow bowls, some of which are painted red, 
some holding bones; cooking pots; jugs and clay oil lamps 
that still held their burnt wicks. 

Other organic materials may have disintegrated over 
the millennia, including a likely quiver that held an array of 
bronze arrowheads or spearheads that were found in the 
cave. 

These are hardly the first archaeological finds from the 
popular beach park, where there are remains of settlements 
through the Muslim era. The park holds a designated 
archaeology trail, which celebrates, among other structures, 
an ancient fortress that protected the coastline some 3,500 
years ago when it was populated by Canaanites, vassals of 
the ruling Egyptians. Since 1992, archaeologists have dug 
intermittently at the site and earlier construction there 

revealed a quarry contemporary to the newly discovered 
cave. 

Yannai dates the finds in the cave date to the 13th 
century BCE (Late Bronze Age IIB), or roughly the period 
that most date the biblical Exodus story in which Rameses 
II is often cast as the hard-hearted pharoah who would not 
let Moses’s people go. 

While there is no direct 
evidence of Rameses II in 
Israel, a stele attributing 
victory over the Canaanites by 
his son, Merneptah, was 
discovered in 1896. The stele 
is considered the earliest 
textual reference to “Israel” 
found outside the Holy Land. 

“In this period, in the 
long reign of the Nineteenth 
Egyptian Dynasty Pharaoh 
Rameses II, the Egyptian 
Empire controlled Canaan, 
and the Egyptian 

administration provided secure conditions for extensive 
international trade. These economic and social processes 
are reflected in the burial cave that contains pottery vessels 
imported from Cyprus and from Ugarit on the northern 
Syrian coast, as well as from nearby coastal towns, 
including Yafo (Jaffa), Ashdod, Ashkelon, Gaza and Tel 
Ajjul, clearly showing that the population of Yavneh-Yam 
(Palmahim Beach), played an integral part in the lively 
trading activity that took place along the coast,” he said. 

“The fact that the cave was sealed, and not looted in 
later periods, allows us, with the scientific means available 
today, to extract a great deal of information from the 
objects and materials that survived in them, and which are 
not visible to the eye, including organic materials. The cave 
can provide us with a complete picture of burial customs 
in the Late Bronze Age,” said Yannai. 

Despite a requested media blackout until Sunday 
morning when social media began buzzing with the find 
on Friday, the initial preliminary video tour went viral even 
as IAA teams attempted to reseal the cave to prevent 
damage and theft prior to scientific excavation. 

Unfortunately, some items were stolen before the 
resealing was completed, according to IAA head Eli 
Eskozido. 

“Shortly before the cave was sealed, and despite 
guarding it, a number of archaeological items were stolen 
from the cave, and the matter is under investigation,” he 
said in a statement. 

The IAA told The Times of Israel that the IAA and 
several universities are now in talks to begin formulating 
plans for a full excavation of the remarkable site.

Current issue also available at suburbanorthodox.org. 
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